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Increasing quality and maturity of the developmental
results means less cost during the overall product life
cycle.
Skills, experience and an interdisciplinary approach during the entire development process are the key issues
in keeping cost driving factors for materials and parts,
manufacturing, investment and development effort in a
perfect balance.
Find out more by reading this issue of the SPECTRUM
to see how FEV is facing this challenge.
marketing@fev.com
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Preface
Dear Readers,
It is getting increasingly difficult to cope
with the bad reports about the status of
our global economy and the automotive
industry in particular.
It is evident that we are faced with a
scenario of radical change which presents
many challenges but offers opportunities
as well. What will be the development
tasks for future vehicles and powertrains?
Will the legislation for emissions and fuel
economy be the driver for future solutions,
or will the cost of the products to the end
consumer be the key factor?
FEV has a long history of dealing with both of
these topics and has repeatedly identified creative
approaches, with particular consideration given
to achieving cost targets. Our research activities
have resulted in a profound reduction of cost per
engine.
In the future, we will further intensify our efforts
in this direction: Challenging emission and fuel
economy targets will be achieved in combination
with competitive engine costs. Advancing the
technology of gasoline and diesel engines is
imperative as they will preserve their dominance
in future powertrain applications. Hybrid and
electric vehicles will enter the market and contribute to achieving the politically-motivated goal of
reducing dependency on fossil fuels.
FEV offers development processes designed
to achieve cost-competitive products in every
application. This allows us to efficiently support
our automotive customers in their pursuit of
this challenging task. Cost-competitiveness is the
key to ensuring sustained market success in this
dramatically soft economy.
We will continue to leverage our competency and
creativity in support of our customers’ development activities for powertrains that meet this
important requirement.
Sincerely yours,

Dipl.-Ing. Rainer Paulsen
Executive Vice President
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Product Development
A shortened development process, within a given
product lifetime, will lead to an extended sales
period or an extended product life cycle [Fig. 2].
Additionally, the effort to pre-finance the development is reduced. In a number of ways the shorter
development times imply an advantage in competition. The Simultaneous Engineering (SE) process
[Fig. 3], cultured within FEV, uncovers this potential
through the following methods:
Participation with pre-designated system suppliers
at the concept stage, without reducing the pricing
pressure for regular production
■ Constructive consideration of the production processes during the concept and prototype stages
through early integration of process planning
■ Maximizing the representation of the first prototype
with proven simulation tools and the procurement
of key components from pre-nominated system
suppliers
■C
 oncentration of development teams within a project center through the product’s production release,
with lean processes regarding data management
and system administration
■ Comprehensive analysis of product costs from concept to production, using objective cost definition at
the system level, based on database information about
development and accompanying cost analysis.
■

Fig. 1: Global FEV LCC-Network

Another key element in FEV’s strategy is the integration of Leading Competitive Countries (LCC) – Capacities in the development process [Fig. 1]. With
the consistent pursuit of specific training for local
FEV employees, accompanied by intensive support from FEV’s headquarters, the results of all of
FEV’s development projects to a high standard of
quality are ensured. The feasible cost savings are
currently between 10 to 15% and will be enhanced
further through additional training programs at our
LCC locations.
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Fig. 2: Extension of the profitable product life stage.

Bought-in parts
The local presence of well-trained FEV development
teams in these emerging markets has resulted in
numerous contacts with local component suppliers, which are being continuously maintained. FEV
uses its global supplier database to assess their
competitiveness in terms of development capacity
and quality. This database enables us to support the
purchasing departments in the selection of appropriate suppliers, as well as to introduce and accompany
suitable suppliers into the processes of the OEM.

Investments
Experience has shown that about 80% of a product’s
cost are already defined during the concept phase.
The product manufacturing costs that are incurred
later also include an investment for production facilities. Therefore, the FEV-SE process is a part of the
integration of product development as well as production and process-engineering. This also includes

early involvement of potential suppliers for machinery manufacturers, which results in a manufacturing
and assembly-friendly design of the components.
Design For Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA) –
strongly supported by FEV – is characterized by the
following features:
 imple solutions are preferred over complex soluS
tions, (KIS – keep it simple)
■ Use of modern technologies (e.g. casting process
for complex shapes) for the prevention of investment-intensive multi-dimensional machining
■ No constructive undercuts and filigree drillings, to
prevent damaging tooling as a result of drill fractures or operating errors
■ Provision of adequate clearance for assembly tools
and avoidance of part confusion or assembly defects through continuous design review
■ Integration of complex product functions in modules, which can be pre-assembled and quality
tested (e.g., by the system supplier)
■ Reduction of quality assurance costs through robust production-oriented processes on standard
machines
■ Consideration of the expected machining forces
in the component structure to avoid deformation
during high cutting speeds
■
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Fig. 4:
Manufacturing an
Assembly-Oriented
Design of a Crankcase

Figure 4 shows as an example the crankcase of a
production engine in which these criteria were consistently implemented. The result is characterized
with the following benefits:
Minimum machining of surfaces, providing quick
operating times
■ Cartesian orientation of all machining processes,
so that only a few 3-axis machining centers with
flexible fixtures are necessary
■ Limitations for deep-hole drilling of the oil gallery
and oil supply for the main bearings, so that the
processing time is reduced and the corresponding
machine and tool investments do not apply
■

The use of existing manufacturing facilities for the
production of newly developed products will significantly reduce the planning and investment for new
production facilities. The inputs for production are the
essential initial and boundary conditions for product

Fig. 5:
Additional Investment in
Implementation of Diesel
Engine into an Existing
Gasoline Production Line

Gasoline Engine
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100‘/ a Utilization

Crankcase Machining
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Engine Assembly
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Others
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Supplier

development and design, such as the existing considerations for fixing and clamping points. Therefore,
close cooperation between production and development personnel at the beginning of the project is an
absolute prerequisite. Figure 5 illustrates the resulting
benefits on an example of a newly developed diesel
engine. In this instance, the diesel production was
integrated into a production line for gasoline engines
of a similar size that was not fully loaded. In addition to direct savings in machinery investment and
an increase of Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE),
other significant benefits were derived:
■A


reduction in the concept’s realization time and
thus the total throughput to SOP (Time-to-Market)
■ Use of existing process and machinery knowledge
■G
 radual and less risky introduction of the new
product
■ Flexibility in responding to the market fluctuations
(e.g. Diesel-/ Gasoline price ratio)

Diesel Engine
50‘/ Year
Additional Expenses

Example of Diesel
Engine based on
Gasoline Engine
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Fig. 6: Cost Calculations throughout the Product Lifecycle

Product Life Cycle (PLC)
The integral view of the product life cycle (PLC) also
includes the aspect of successive adaptations of a
product even after market launch to maintain its profitability. To support this, PLC management has been
worthwhile as an active and independent source of
Cost Engineering. Figure 6 shows the different processing considerations and calculation approaches.
The PLC has the following main characteristics:
Holistic and proactive cost reviews over time in the
form of a Lifetime Business Case Analysis
■ Accompanying target cost analysis from concept
to SOP
■P
 roduct cost analysis both in the development
phase and aftermarket launch
■C
 ost evaluation of alternative concepts for the product and the production process
■ Analysis of actual costs after SOP for competitive
protection
■

FEV has access to several professional calculation
tools, including our own complex calculation models
and methods as well as a database with extensive
information about materials, tools and machinery

[Figure 7]. This growing component database contains more than 50 different fields of characterization
data that support the verification result, the cost comparison (benchmarking) and the rapid estimation of
production costs for new components with the help
of similarity analysis.
Complex cost calculations, such as business case
studies, process more than 80 different input parameters, including some of the following examples:
■ Production / market

strategies (e.g. volume over
time, location factors and degree of automation)
■ Component costs based on a part list, a distinction
between purchased parts and in-house manufacturing
■N
 et cost of in-house production on the basis of the
selected production strategies
■ Inflation rates differentiated by material, labor, energy and market
■ Production models and OEE analysis
The combination of cost transparency, product, and
process knowledge enables the recognition and realization of improvement measures. This can be an
advantage in decision making during the development
stage, as well as cost optimization during the maturity
and saturation stage of a product.

Methodology
Software-Tools
g Professional Cost
Calculation Tools
g Cost calculation tools
developed by FEV

FEV-Database
Software-Tools

External Database

Cost Transparency

Database
g Benchmark
g Materials
Software-Tools g Tools
g Machines
g Component Parts
(Prototypes + Production)

Fig. 7:
FEV Costing Tools
for Cost Calculation

Cost Reduction
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Test equipment with high-tech components and
devices, which are intelligently integrated into the
overall process and apply statistical methodology,
are the key issues to exploiting these potentials.
FEV’s experience in running test facilities provides
the competence to successfully face such challenges.

Test and Validation
Testing and validation of the development results
and end-of-line production quality, provides further
potential for cost reduction

1. Determine Design Space
g “Area of Interest”
g Drivability

FEV DoE-Software

2. Test plan calculation
g Optimized Plans:
Statistical Criteria
g Additional Points:
Repeatability
and Validation
3. Testing
Measurement Stability
g	Detect Control Deviations
and Unstable Governors
g

5. Optimizing
g Analysis of Potential
g Define Constraints
g Numerical Optimization

4. Modeling and
Validation
g Outlier-Correction
g Drift-Correction
g Term-Reduction
(Significant Terms)

Fig. 8: Overview of FEV‘s DoE-Process for the Test Bench supported by ProCAL

Methodology
FEV’s interdisciplinary “Calibration Methods” team
consists of highly-skilled experts that support engineers during the entire calibration process through
the following methods:

by using Design-of-Experiment (DoE) methods. At
the same time, the data quality is increased through
implementation of best-practice procedures, as a
part of FEV’s “standards.”

 rocess definitions and standards
P
T ool-based solutions from prototypes to software
products
■ Hardware solutions for calibration support
■ Customer training and support

The tool-chain used at FEV starts with ProCAL
[Fig. 8], the tool used for comprehensive modelbased analysis and optimization. ProCal was developed by skilled experts in engine calibration and
numerical methods and is FEV’s means of distributing DoE-knowledge.

■
■

The complexity of modern engineering projects demands advanced methods and models for the evaluation process from initial concepts, beginning with
the early hardware stages until reaching the final
project phases in the vehicle. At first, focus is placed
on reducing efforts for both calculation and testing
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It is designed for ease of use and, with minimum
training effort, it allows project engineers to be
ready for DoE-usage in their projects in just three
days. ProCAL has more than 110 internal users and
can save up to 80% of the measurements, while improving the quality of the calibration.
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■

Fig. 9:
Sensitivity Analysis for
Predicting of Emission
Distribution

Solver

FEV maximizes the use of models to utilize the full
potential of the existing information for the following
purposes:
M
 ap optimization with certification cycle targets on
emissions and fuel consumption considering map
smoothness
■ Control structure sensitivity analysis to select the
best control structure and sensor combination
■O
 BD calibration, allowing the control structure to
be executed against a virtual engine [Fig. 9]
■

■D
 rivabilityExpert

facilitates the calculation of
objective values for rating drivability and supports the optimization of the calibration through
a detailed online analysis of the cause-and-effect
chain
■D
 igital Failure Simulation (DFS) Box is a hardware solution for PVE production vehicle and OBD
demonstrator testing. Manipulates sensor signals,
such as lambda-sensors (CARB / EPA compliant)

FEV also developed a software environment for efficient vehicle calibration, called TOPexpert. This tool
suite consists of multiple tools, designed for support
of various tasks in vehicle calibration. These tools
enable flexible offline calibration and optimization
from the desktop, which saves time and resources
for tasks on test runs and prototype vehicles, In addition, these tools also allow flexible online automation of calibration tasks.
TOPexpert has more than 230 internal users and
external customers and it is also commercially available. The software can save up to 60% of the calibration effort in typical calibration tasks.
Some examples of the tools that are used include:
 niFiltEx is an environment for offline simulation
U
and optimization of ECU functions
■M
 aximumCM can optimize multiple calibration
maps and curves based on measurement data using a special FEV method (patent pending)
■T
 OPExpert ShiftAnalyzer for offline calibration
for all types of transmissions, including hybrid
powertrains [Fig. 10]
■

Fig. 10:
Drivability Tools
for Optimization
and Benchmarking
of the Driving
Characteristics
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Flexibility, Mobility
The two primary goals of modern test centers are
functional and efficient operation at high utilization.
These goals can be achieved with multi-functional
test cells. However, such a homogenous maximized
configuration for all test cells would enormously increase investment costs. Therefore, FEV follows a
strategy of a homogenous, universal infrastructure,
that can be extended with a pool of flexible equipment for each testing job. Software and hardware interfaces of all components and systems are adjusted
to the respective requirements and make it possible
to provide the short-term and individual configurations for the job. Thus the utilization factor of the
complete test center increases at reduced investment.
This concept is realized at the new FEV Durability Test
Center DLP in Brehna / Leipzig [Fig. 11].

The long established concept of customized
moveable test units, such as the FEV ModuTainer
[Fig. 12], opens new ways to realize high utilization
of the investment. Modular test units can be moved
to other locations for new test jobs and can be recommissioned at the new facility. The investment can
be leveraged numerous times over the cell’s complete lifecycle. The required adaptation, transport
and commissioning are the principal components
of the integrated capabilities of FEV’s Measurement
and Test Instrumentation Department.

The demand for test capacity is temporary in many
cases. Particularly, the utilization of new production
and assembly lines for combustion engines varies.
During the start-up phase the rate of testing engines
is high; however, the number of test runs can be
reduced when a high level of quality is attained and
can be replaced with statistical tests. Shorter cycle
times reduce cost, while the utilization of cost intensive test cell equipment decreases.

and

Fig. 12: Mobile Units in an Engine Test Center,
FEV ModuTainer

are registered Trade Marks of FEV Motorentechnik GmbH in the States of the European Community and the United States of America.

Fig. 11: Modular Engine Test Center
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